CS PRINCIPLES PROFESSIONAL LEARNING PROGRAM

High school teachers, want to add a Computer Science class in 2021-22?

APPLY SOON FOR THE BEST SPOT: STUDIO.CODE.ORG/PD/APPLICATION/TEACHER

USC and Code.org work together to help middle school teachers and principals add CS classes in the 2021-22 academic schedule. We start in summer by training teachers how to use Code.org’s free, standards-aligned CS curricula; those teachers stay in a community of practice that continues over the first implementation year, attending quarterly workshops for additional support in teaching CS through project-based learning, even during a pandemic.

No background in computers or computer science needed. Full scholarships for teachers at schools that are systematically under-resourced. For more information, please visit viterbik12.usc.edu/code-org.

QUESTIONS?
PLEASE CONTACT US AT K12STEM1@USC.EDU